
Film/Footage Use Agreement 
 
This agreement, dated this ____ day of ______________, 20___ between Big Sky X-treme Snowmobiling 
Productions, LLC of Helena, MT (hereafter referred to as BSX) and  
        and 
(hereafter referred to as CLIENT (owner of footage))  
         
 
(hereafter referred to as ACTOR(s) (person portrayed in footage)) 
 
is for and in consideration of and between BSX and CLIENT and ACTOR whereas CLIENT allows BSX to a use 
license for snowmobiling or other extreme sports footage or film for a BSX snowmobiling video production and 
ACTOR allows BSX to use his/her image as described below.  This is not a fee-for-use license but yet it is 
associated with the GREAT FOOTAGE CONTEST as described on the BSX website at 
www.bigskyx.com/bsx_footage_contest.htm. 
 

Articles: 
 

I. The footage/film clips covered by this license are (please describe each shot submitted and enter their 
timecodes from the tape (where they occur on the tape): 

 
 

 
II. The title of the video(s) with which said footage will be used is/are in the THUNDERSTRUCK series 

from BSX (hereafter referred to as TS).  As used herein, TS refers to said video(s) and all video trailers 
and promotional videos and video clips used both in print form and over the internet on the BSX website.  

 
III. This agreement includes TSIV and other TS sequels. 

 
IV. This agreement shall remain in full force and effect for the duration of the TS promotional existence, 

usually but not limited to 1 year after a film is released. 
 

V. CLIENT warrants that he/she has the right to grant said license for using this footage and that they are the 
owners of this footage.  CLIENT also warrants that those pictured in the footage will sign this release 
below under the signature line ACTOR(s) 

 
VI. CLIENT warrants that he/she has read the rules and regulations for entering his/her footage in this 

GREAT FOOTAGE CONTEST as outlined at the following web address:  
http://www.bigskyx.com/bsx_footage_contest.htm and complies with these rules 100%. 

 
VII. ACTOR also warrants that he/she has read the rules and regulations for entering his/her footage in this 

GREAT FOOTAGE CONTEST as outlined at the following web address:  
http://www.bigskyx.com/bsx_footage_contest.htm and complies with these rules 100%. 

 
CLIENT        Date 
 
ACTOR        Date 
 
Other ACTOR (s)       Date 
 
Please return this form with your footage/film clips submission to: 
GREAT FOOTAGE CONTEST 
THUNDERSTRUCK FILMS 
5305 Brooklyn Court 
Helena, MT  59602 

If you do not know the actor(s) or cannot reach the actor(s) 
and the actor�s identity is not shown in the footage or given 
away by what he/she is wearing or riding, it is NOT necessary 
for you to obtain their signature. 


